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The action of the roles is the soul of animation. They are always in the process of 
some actions throughout animation films. It’s very important for animators to express 
their creative thoughts and design concepts through the roles’ action, turning abstract 
ideas into distinct, concrete and vivid roles. 
    However, in the direction and shooting process of ‘pororo’, the author discovered 
several problems, for instance, animator were not flexible in designing the roles’ 
physical action, they didn’t pay enough attention to the roles’ facial expressions, they 
couldn’t master the timing of the roles’ action, etc. Those are exactly the reasons why 
China is regarded as Big Animation Country instead of Powerful Animation Country. 
The quantity of animations may be impressing, but not the quality. Thus, as regards 
these problems, in the present thesis, the author firstly tried to discuss in details 
several common types of action in animation and then sort out the twelve rules 
involved in animations. Then, the focus of the present thesis will shift to demand 
analysis of the action in ‘pororo’, ensuring the consistency throughout the film. Lastly, 
the author put forward some suggestions based upon animation production in reality. 
It is recommended that animators involve themselves in character’s acting before 
animating. They should dig into relevant scripts and demand, sensing the characters 
and psychological activities of the roles, making the best of the twelve rules involved, 
vitalizing the roles. In particular, they should lay an emphasis on the settings of 
personal action keys and facial expression management of leading roles. All in all, 
they should vitalize the roles they create to produce qualified animations. 
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在国外，对动画领域的研究水平已相当高。其中《The Illusion of Life Disney 
Animation》（《生命的幻象:迪斯尼动画造型设计》）是有史以来动画选题的书籍中



























































































































































                         


















图 2.3 角色愤怒的表情 
























图 2.4 “AHA”音的口形 
2.2 动作的运动规律 
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